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I. Recommended disposition of the paper
   Accept (changes and improvements suggested below) ______
   Accept only if changes made (please specify what they are) ______
   Reject (please provide reasons for recommendation below) ______
   Inappropriate for this journal (please explain why, and suggest alternative journals under “Comments”) ______
   I cannot evaluate this paper (please explain reasons below) ______

II. General rating of the paper
Low     High
   Place X through or next to number
   Significance of subject matter 1 2 3 4 5
   Originality 1 2 3 4 5
   Quality of writing 1 2 3 4 5
   Informed by relevant literature 1 2 3 4 5
   Of interest to a specialized (disciplinary) audience 1 2 3 4 5
   Of interest to a general educational audience 1 2 3 4 5
   Overall quality 1 2 3 4 5

These numerical ratings are merely intended as helpful guides in summarizing your evaluation. Use any categories that are helpful; please amplify these ratings in your written comments.

III. Comments (please type if lengthy; attach additional sheets if necessary)